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A glance at the world



An unstabile world, war and economic crisis

►Approximately 3.1 % of the worlds population is currently migrating

year on year. This is given through the situation with war and 

collapsing economies.

►Refugees only way to continue contact with relatives that are spread

throughout the world is by using a cell phone. There are more than 6 

billion subscriptions in the world, and the services in cell phones are

rapidly increasing.



What if there was a service……



….that could help integrating the newcomers in 

their new country?

There is a great challenge being a newcomer.

New culture along with new laws and behaviour to consider everyday.

It sure is a lot to take in once you hit the ground in your new country!

But if you could dream freely, what would you wish for as support?

Maybe a service that could give you instant support in troublesome

situations, but not in your new country´s language but in your

own….with the new country´s translation for a swifter integration and 

also for learning the new language. All in one place…

That´s Mobilearn!



Mobilearn – A fast track to integration

► Personal 

► Here when you need it

► Relevance

► Reliable source

…to newcomers– in their cellphone!



In search of excellence

▶ Accurate results even if misspelled

▶ Results delivered in both native tounge

and Swedish

▶ Patented search engine, considers

cultural differences and educational

background



Works with several languages

Mobilearn supports (at this moment)

► Swedish

► English

► Arabic

► Farsi

► Somali

The translations are performed by 

professionals used to governmental

translations and are made in an explainatory

way



Whats included in the service?

Database of open data

Search engine

Translation platform

Content Management



Business?



Business model

Customer: Municipality or 

authority.

Licensemodel: 24 months

renewable

Price: Eur 60/ 24 months

74 municipalities has become

customers since April 28 2014
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